
Active Watch Security – daily reports 

 

Pre-authorized employees 

 

Site name-[2/2CAMS]-(08:00-08:00)- Monitored through CV2 Software; 

22:24 Last employee was observed leaving the site, seen on "Camera 23"; 

06:44 First employee was observed entering the site, seen on "Camera 18"; 

 

 

Workers outside of the schedule 

Site name -[4/4CAMS]- Monitored through iVMS Software;  

During the monitoring period nothing suspicious was observed; 

All cameras remained operational and online during the monitoring period; 

08:00 Possible workers were observed entering the site, seen on "Camera 3"; 

08:01 1st contact was called regarding the possible workers, he did not answer so a 

voice message was left; 

08:02 2nd contact was called regarding the possible workers, he did not answer so a 

voice message was left; 

08:03 3rd contact was called regarding the possible workers, he did not answer so a 

voice message was left; 

08:04 4th contact was called regarding the possible workers, he confirmed that workers 

are authorized to be on site; 

09:44 One worker was observed on site, seen on "Camera 2"; 

12:03 The black pick-up truck was observed leaving the site, seen on "Camera 3" 

camera; 

12:29 One worker was observed entering the site, seen on "Camera 3"; 

12:42 One black pick-up truck was observed entering the site, seen on "Camera 3”; 

14:30 One worker was observed on site, seen on "Camera 2"; 

14:43 Two vehicles were observed entering the site, seen on "Camera 3"; 

16:02 One white SUV was observed leaving the site, seen on "Camera 3" camera; 

16:05 One white SUV was observed leaving the site, seen on "Camera 3" camera; 

17:02 Last worker was observed securing the gate and leaving the site, seen on "Camera 

3"; camera; 

 

 



Dirty camera lenses 

Site name-[10/10CAM]- Monitored through ExacqVision Software; 

“Camera 28” camera has low visibility during night time due to poor light in the area. 

During the monitoring period nothing suspicious was observed. 

All cameras remained operational and online during the monitoring period. 

 

Maintenance required 

 

Site name -[2/2CAMS] - Monitored through EZ Station Software; 

Excessive intermittent connectivity and screen freezing on both cameras, greater than 

20 times during monitoring period with outages of 30 to 60 seconds per occurrence. 

Camera or system maintenance is recommended. 

During monitoring period nothing suspicious was observed. 

 

 

Police dispatch 

 

Site name-[9/9CAMS]-(18:00-08:00)- Monitored through Milestone XProtect Smart 

Client Software; 

All cameras remained operational and online during the monitoring period; 

03:15 Two male suspects were observed entering the site after jumping the fence, seen 

on Camera 1. 

03:16 Police Department was called, and the suspects were reported. The site address, 

their description and their location on site were provided to a dispatcher who identified 

himself as operator "badge number” At 03:24 one police unit was observed arriving on 

site, seen on "Camera 4" camera, the dispatcher was updated. After the providing the 

file number "file number" he ended the call. 

03:31 1st contact was called regarding the incident in progress, he did not answer, and a 

voice message could not be left due to full mailbox; 

03:32 Security Supervisor was called regarding the incident in progress, “name of the 

guard on duty” acknowledged; 

03:36 The suspects were observed on site again, seen on Camera 4; 

03:37 Police Department was called retarding the updates, the dispatcher who identified 

herself as operator “badge number” was updated. At 03:51 one police unit was observed 

entering the site, seen on Camera 5, the dispatcher was updated. At 03:57 the suspects 

were last time observed on site, seen on “Camera 1” camera, the dispatcher was 

updated; 

04:09 Police officers were observed on site, seen on Camera 7; 



04:28 The police unit was observed leaving the site, seen on Camera 2; 

05:40 The suspects were observed leaving the site, seen on Camera 2. 

05:41 Police Department was called and informed that the suspects were observed 

leaving the site, the dispatcher who identified herself as operator “E3297”acknowledged. 

She also informed that they intercepted the suspects and requested a call back from the 

PR of the site if something from the site is missing; 

07:02 Police Department was called retarding the regarding outcome of the incident, the 

dispatcher who identified himself as operator “badge id” informed that police officers 

located the suspects; 

07:03 Security Supervisor was called regarding the outcome of the incident, “name of 

the guard on duty” acknowledged; 

  

 

 


